Fig. 1.
The linear theory of small deflections of such joints was recently considered by the first-named author [1] . The purpose of the present work is to establish the range of validity of the linearised theory and to obtain appropriate corrections to the linearised theory if the behaviour of the joint is slightly non-linear.
The results presented in what follows may, of course, be extended with relatively little modifications to other loading conditions for toroidal shells. The basic differential equations for finite axi-symmetrical bending of thin shells of revolution which are used in what follows may be found in a recent paper of the second-named author [2] , For the present problem, under assumptions which are discussed further on, we have to deal with the system of non-linear differential equations subject to the boundary conditions /3(±7r/2) = ^(±jt/2) = 0. The constant parameters are n = [12(1 -v2)]1/2(b2/ah) where b is the radius of the cross section of the middle surface of the shell, a is the radius of the center line of the torus, h is the wall thickness of the shell and v is Poisson's ratio; and Q = [12(1 -v2)]1/2(aP/Eh2) where P is the axial load per unit of circumferential length and E is the modulus of elasticity of the shell.
As for the linearised problem, it is found that the following two ranges should be considered separately:
(i) n = 0(1);
(ii) m » 1 • When n = 0 (1) the linearised theory is applicable as long as /Al « 1. When n^> 1, which is the case for many practical applications, the linearised theory is applicable as long as ju2/3 fi <3C 1.
In these two cases non-linear corrections to the results of the linearised theory may be obtained by developments in powers of p.9. and ^2/3fi, respectively. The present paper contains numerical results for the second, less simple, of the two cases.
The physical significance of these results may be seen by considering the relative axial deflection 8 of the two edges of the toroidal joint. As long as yu = 0 (1) we have 8 = 0(bnQ) = 0(Pb3/Eh3) and the condition for linearity is 5 <5C 6. When /x » 1 we have 5 = 0(612) = 0(Pba/Eh2) and the condition for linearity may be written in the form 5 « b/fi2/3. In the former case the relevant order of magnitude conditions are the same as those which hold if instead of a toroidal shell with center line radius a we had a straight cylindrical shell with a = °°. In the latter case the finite radius a affects the results and non-linearity must be considered for progressively smaller values of 8 as n becomes larger. In either case the deflection 5 may be large compared to the wall thickness h of the shell without the occurrence of non-linear effects.
2. Differential equations for finite axi-symmetrical bending of thin toroidal shells. 
In equations (2) and (3), ^ is a stress function, /3 the change in the meridian angle due to deformation, pH the horizontal component of surface load intensity and V the vertical (axial) stress resultant given by r0F = -J (a + b sin £)bpv d£,
where pv is the vertical component of surface load in intensity (Fig. 2a) . The quantities D and C are defined by
Primes indicate differentiation with respect to £. In terms of SP and /3 we have, for the horizontal (radial) stress resultant H
and for meridional and circumferential stress resultant and Ns, as indicated in Fig. 2b ,
bN, = W + br0p" . 
Omission of all non-linear terms reduces equations (2) to (12) to the corresponding equations of the linearized theory which were considered in [1] .
3. Dimensionless form of the differential equations for a shell subject to edge loads only. Let P be the magnitude of the axial edge load per unit of circumferential length measured along the section { = -x/2 of the toroidal shell and assume that no distributed surface loads are acting. This means that in equations (2) to (4) Ph = 0, p, = 0 (13) and r0F = aV0 = (a -b)P -const.
As in the linearized theory one may define two parameters X and n by
and introduce a dimensionless stress function \f/ and a dimensionless load function 0 in the form 
We note that the definitions (15) for X and n and the fact that b/h >5> 1 for a thin shell always imply that X y.. In what follows we restrict our attention to problems where we also have
which means that the radius of the cross section of the torus is small compared with the radius of the center line of the torus Under the assumption that (19) holds the differential equations (17) and (18) can be simplified considerably so as to read
1^"-M sin £/3 = -Jju/32cos£.
The following discussion will be based on these two non-linear simultaneous differential equations for /3 and \p.* In terms of /3 and \p, again under the assumption that X <3C 1, we have for direct and bending stresses and for displacements the following formulas
4. Boundary conditions for problem of Omega joint. Since the solution of the problem in accordance with Fig. 1 is symmetrical with respect to the plane z = 0 (£ = ±ir/2) we need consider only the lower half of the toroidal shell ( -7r/2 < £ < 7t/2). At the outside circumference of the torus (£ = x/2), we have the symmetry conditions of no ' Equations (21) and (21) may be considered as equations for the leading terms in a development in powers of X of the solutions of the complete equations (17) and (18). change of slope of meridian curve due to deformation and of vanishing horizontal stress resultant H. In terms of /? and these conditions read 0(x/2) = 0, *(t/2) = 0.
At the inner edge of the torus (£ = -x/2) we have conditions of elastic support through the two cylindrical shells to which the toroidal shell is joined. The complete formulation of these conditions is required when stresses and deformations are to be determined for small and moderate values of ju. Our previous work [1] on the basis of linearised theory indicates that when n » 1 the exact form of these boundary conditions is unimportant for the determination of significant stresses and deformations.
Since explicit calculations in what follows are restricted to the case ju 1 the remaining boundary conditions are taken in the form 0(-x/2) = 0, H-t/2) = 0.
5. Range of applicability of linearised theory for moderate values of parameter â nd method for determination of non-linear corrections. Inspection of the differential equations (20) and (21) indicates a difference in the character of the solutions depending on whether n is of order of magnitude unity or is large compared to unity.
In the former case, that is when
the only parameter which can become large is the load parameter n&. This possibility, however, is found to be excluded by the physical conditions of the expansion joint problem. As long as (29) is satisfied we have the order of magnitude relations
From this the order of magnitude of the deflection w is
Since w = 0(b), at most, it follows that juO = 0(1) is the practically significant range. Introduction of (30) into (20) and (21) indicates further that the linearised theory is applicable as long as M0 « 1
or, in view of (31), as long as the deflections are small compared with the radius b of the cross section of the torus, independent of the thickness h of the shell.
Corrections to the linearised theory may be determined by developing the solutions of (20) and (21) in powers at the parameter = A.
If we write oo co P = pQ E Ab/3" , * = Q E AV"
n-0 n-0 and substitute these expansions into equations (20) and (21) we obtain E (ft' + sin £ ^")A" = cos ( + A(sin £ + E t"An cos E £»An,
n-0 \ n-0 / n-0 E (tf' -M2 sin f flOA" = m2a( E &AnV cos {.
n-0 -\ n -0 '
Equating coefficients of like powers of A then gives the following pairs of equations for /3" and </<" : For moderate values of n another approach is to determine solutions of (37) and (38) as Fourier series in a manner similar to that used for Mathieu functions.
As our work here is primarily intended to furnish an analysis valid when n 1 we shall not carry out any explicit calculations for the case n = 0(1).
6. Approximate solutions for large values of n. We now consider the system of differential equations (20) and (21) with the boundary conditions (27) and (28) 
Our approach is guided to some extent by what we know [1] concerning the solution of the linearised problem under the assumption n 1. For the linearised problem we have a narrow zone around £ = 0 where bending is important. In the remainder of the toroidal shell bending is a secondary effect and membrane action dominates. We shall show that an approximate solution for the non-linear problem may be found which is qualitatively similar to the solution of the linearised problem.
As long as we exclude the point £ = 0 we may obtain formal solutions of (20) and (21) by expanding as follows
n-*0 n-0
Requiring the coefficients of all powers of n to vanish after substitution of (41) in (20) and (21) 
In order to have the first two non-vanishing terms in the expansions both for \p and /3 we also determine j82 , with the result that 9 0 cos£
We may readily see that the complete expansions (47) satisfy the boundary conditions (27) and (28) term by term but their singularities at £ = 0 indicate that these expansions cannot be valid near £ = 0. In order to obtain a solution which is valid near £ = 0 we observe that for | £ | <3C 1 we may approximate (20) 
As for the linearised form of these equations we make the substitutions
which transforms (50) into f" + xg = 1 + n*/3nfg + Uxf, (51) g" -xf = -y2/3nf, where now primes indicate differentiation with respect to x.
We shall here restrict further attentions to problems for which n2/3Sl = 0(1).
Equation (52) 
we are left with the system /" + xg = 1 + Tfg, g" -xf = -iTf.
Since n >>> 1 we may replace the boundary conditions at x = ±(ir/2)/z1/s by the following conditions /(± oo) = 0, ff(±<=°) = 0.
We assume the solutions of (54) The method of variation of parameters furnishes the solution of (58), (59) and (60) in the form j^/ii(o;) R"(t)h2(it) dt + h2(ix) f R"(t)hi(it) dt^,
where use has been made of the fact that the Wronskian of hi(z) and h2(z) is (4/«) (3/2)1/3. The function T0, which is a modified Lommel-function, and its first derivative have been tabulated previously [1] . In order to obtain an idea of the magnitude of the nonlinear effect we have calculated Ti(x) and its first derivative by numerical integration using equation (62). Figures 3 and 4 contain graphs of the real and imaginary parts of the functions T0, T'0, Tx and T[ . From the behaviour of the functions hi and h2 it may be deduced that fn(x) is even in x when n is even and odd in x when n is odd while the reverse is true for g"(x).
We note further that from the asymptotic behaviour of the functions hx and h2 it can be concluded that the behaviour of T0 and T, for large values of x is as follows
It remains now to interpolate between the functions /3 and as defined by (50) and (56) for small values of £ and the functions /3 and \p as defined by (47) for values of £ around £ = ±x/2. We shall carry out this interpolation for the first two terms in the series for /3 and for \[/. Write in equations (47), representing the solutions of (20) and (21) for sufficiently large values of £,
y L y° J
We now compare this with the solution around £ = 0 which may be written, in view of (50), (53), and (56), in the form
For sufficiently large values of x = ji1/3£ we have from (63) and (64) x L x J (67)
In order that we may have a continuous transition between the solutions (66) and the solution (67) we now modify the solutions (67) to read (66) is due to the fact that we omitted the last term in the first of equations (51). While this is permissible as long as x is 0(1) it is no longer permissible for | x \ 1 and so we cannot expect complete matching of the developments (68) around £ = 0 and (67) around £ = rfcx/2. Since as we shall see all significant numerical contributions of the solutions are to be found in the vicinity of £ = 0 this lack of complete matching may be admitted without effective consequences.
7. Numerical results and determination of range of linearity for n 1. In order to obtain an idea of the numerical effect of non-linearity for the expansion joint problem we must introduce the solutions (69) into the expressions (22) to (26) for stresses and displacements.
Just as in the linear problem the significant stresses are the circumferential direct stress <TSD and the meridional bending stress <r£B . These stresses have their largest values near the section £ = 0 and in the vicinity of this section we obtain from (22), (24) 
where y ~ m1/3£-
The corresponding results of the linearised theory are equations (71) and (72) with only the first terms inside the brackets [1] .
Since g[, and g[ , and f'0 and f[ are of the same order of magnitude (see Figures 3  and 4) we have in fact as the condition for negligible non-linear effects on stresses that the parameter yu2/30 must be sufficiently small.
According to the linearised theory ceD is an even function of £ and has its maximum at £ = 0, while a(B is an odd function of £ and has its maximum for £ = £" where f"(ym) = 0 which relation is equivalent to 1 -ymg0{ym) = 0. The value of ym = /i1/3£m following from this relation was found in reference 1 to be ym -±1.225.
Inclusion of non-linear terms in (71) and (72) introduces both even and odd functions of £ into a-go and <t£b . The maximum of aeD then no longer occurs for y = 0. Let 2/i be the value of y for which aeD = creCimal. . Equation 
Numerical values of yx for a few values of fx2/3Q may be found in Table 1 Table 1 . It is seen that with increasing values of n2/3Q both of the locations of extremum values of uiB shift towards the axis of the torus. In order to see the magnitude of the non-linear effect on <r(B,mai we have also tabulated values of f'(ym) = fo(ym) + ///3fl/;(?/m). Non-linearity is seen to increase the bending stress at the inside maximum location and to decrease it at the outside maximum location. When n2/3tt = 0.3 the increase in stress is about six percent. When 0 is negative rather than positive this situation is reversed. 
J The leading term in the omitted expression is due to the function f2(y) which has not yet been calculated. Since fi , which gave first order corrections for the stresses, does not contribute to the value of 5, we may conclude that non-linear corrections to 5 are, for small values of /j2/30, even less significant than are these corrections for the values of the stresses. We know [1] 
From (79) we may obtain the order of magnitude of the relative axial displacement up to which the linearised theory is applicable. The condition for linearity <JC 1 may, from (79), be written in the form For practical purposes we may take instead of (80) 5 < (80') 6n
The inequalities (80) are remarkable for the facts that (1) displacements much larger than the wall thickness of the shell fall within the scope of the linearised theory, and (2) the ratio of permissible displacement 5 to the radius of the torus decreases as the parameter y. increases.
